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Mission Statement
Expressive Path is a non-profit organization committed to enriching, educating, and inspiring at-risk adolescents by providing resources for them in the areas of: theater, dance, music, humanities and the visual arts. Expressive Path creates diverse opportunities in the arts for youth to explore their talents and have outlets to express themselves on a positive path.

About Us
Expressive Path’s primary goal is helping adolescents, who may otherwise not have the opportunity, to participate in the arts. We promote diversity, cultural interests, education, and community enrichment. Expressive Path helps students reduce stress and find positive outlets.

Expressive Path instructors provide lessons, workshops, art lectures, and career guidance at local recreation centers, schools, alternative programs, youth shelters, and churches. We boost positive self-esteem by creating opportunities for teens to showcase their art in the community and by providing the tools necessary to do so through your donations. Expressive Path is proud to assist youth with funding to further their education in the arts.

Expressive Path is funded through private donations, grants and fundraisers.

Programs:

Art Education
Expressive Path connects teens with career counselors and awards scholarships to students to further their education in the arts. Expressive Path offers art lectures and museum tours to middle and high school students.

Mentorship Program
Volunteers from the community conduct creative arts workshops for Expressive Path students. Mentors help adolescents learn the medium they are interested in, make important connections, and generally guide students toward achieving their goals.

Tools for Success
Teens in our community often do not have the appropriate tools to practice their craft. Expressive Path mentors help students set goals so they can earn musical instruments and art materials to practice what they have learned. Goals are designed to promote accountability, responsibility, and success.

Self-Expression Program
Expressive Path provides opportunities for our students to showcase their talents. Expressive Path students perform at fundraisers and other community events, display artwork in galleries, and gain opportunities to volunteer and intern. Our Self-Expression Program builds self-esteem and gives teens valuable experience.